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void link_changed_callback(int speed);
static volatile bool link_is_up = false;  // eth handler sets this

void
start_rx_streaming_cmd(const u2_mac_addr_t *host, op_start_rx_streaming_t *p)
{
    host_mac_addr = *host;  // remember who we're sending to

    /*
     * Construct ethernet header and word0 and preload into two buffers
     */
    u2_eth_packet_t pkt;
    memset(&pkt, 0, sizeof(pkt));
    pkt.ehdr.dst = *host;
    pkt.ehdr.ethertype = U2_ETHETYPE;
    u2p_set_word0(&pkt.fixed, 0, 0);
    // DSP RX will fill in timestamp
    memcpy_wa(buffer_ram(DSP_RX_BUF_0), &pkt, sizeof(pkt));
    memcpy_wa(buffer_ram(DSP_RX_BUF_1), &pkt, sizeof(pkt));

    if (FW_SETS_SEQNO)
        fw_seqno = 0;

    // setup RX DSP regs
    dsp_rx_regs->clear_state = 1;  // reset

    if (1)  // we're streaming
        streaming_p = true;
    streaming_frame_count = FRAMES_PER_CMD;
    dsp_rx_regs->rx_command =
        MK_RX_CMD(FRAMES_PER_CMD * p->items_per_frame, p->items_per_frame, 1, 1);  // set "chain" bit

    // kick off the state machine
    dsmsm_start(&dsp_sm);
    dsp_rx_regs->rx_time = 0;  // enqueue first of two commands

    // make sure this one and the rest have the "now" and "chain" bits set.
    dsp_rx_regs->rx_command =
        MK_RX_CMD(FRAMES_PER_CMD * p->items_per_frame, p->items_per_frame, 1, 1);
    dsp_rx_regs->rx_time = 0;  // enqueue second command
}
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Let's break it.
Change (or appear to change) the spectrum to force certain decisions
Selfish Attack
DOS
Secondary User Emulation
Primary User Emulation
Misbehave Attack
Asynchronous Sensing
Network Endoparasite
Network Ectoparasite
Fabrication
On-Off
Countermeasures
Authenticate devices on the network
Cooperative Intrusion Detection
Device Reputation
Device Location
Primary User Emulation
Why this matters
Industry Forecasts of Mobile Data Traffic

Traffic Relative to 2009

- Cisco
- Coda
- Yankee Group
- Average

Tools
Introducing Level...
30 MHz to 4.4 GHZ
60 mW
SimpliciTI
Fits Arduino shields
~$100 in quantity
Other tools:

HackRF by Micheal Ossman

MyriadRF
What's next